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EXERCISE 1 (10 marks - 2 marks each)
Read the passage bellow then answer the following questions in complete sentences.
Getting there

pl
e

“Where are you going, Sally?” asks Joy.
“I am going to the market,” says Sally.
“How do you usually get there?” asks Joy.
“I go by minibus,” says Sally. “Do you want to come?”
“No thanks! Minibuses are too bumpy for me, I’d prefer to walk,” replies Joy.

“Where are you going, Mara?” asks Joy.
“I am going to Hong Kong Park,” says Mara.
“How will you get there?” asks Joy.
“I will go by MTR and then by Taxi,” says Mara. “Do you want to come?”
“Yes, please. I like travelling by MTR. Also, I love looking at flowers and birds.”

m

1) How does Sally usually get to the market?

sa

2) Why doesn't Joy want to go with Sally?

3) Fill in the blank: Joy usually goes to the market ___________________________.
4) How many kinds of transport will Mara and Joy take to get to Hong Kong Park?
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EXERCISE 1 - Answers (10 marks - 2 marks each)
Read the passage bellow then answer the following questions in complete sentences.
Getting there
“Where are you going, Sally?” asks Joy.

pl
e

“I am going to the market,” says Sally.
“How do you usually get there?” asks Joy.

“I go by minibus,” says Sally. “Do you want to come?”

“No thanks! Minibuses are too bumpy for me, I’d prefer to walk,” replies Joy.
“Where are you going, Mara?” asks Joy.

“I am going to Hong Kong Park,” says Mara.

m

“How will you get there?” asks Joy.

“I will go by MTR and then by Taxi,” says Mara. “Do you want to come?”
“Yes, please. I like travelling by MTR. Also, I love looking at flowers and birds.”

sa

1) How does Sally usually get to the market?
Sally usually goes to the market by minibus.
2) Why doesn't Joy want to go with Sally?
Joy doesn't want to go with Sally because the minibuses are too bumpy.
3) Joy usually goes to the market on foot/by walking.
4) How many kinds of transport will Mara and Joy take to get to Hong Kong Park?
Mara and Joy will take two kinds of transport going to Hong Kong Park: the
MTR and then a taxi.
5) What do you think Joy will do at the park?
I think Joy will look at the flowers and the birds when she gets to Hong
Kong Park.
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EXERCISE 1 (12 marks)
Complete the passage below with the words provided.
all
at
off
she has/she's

also
few
on
up

pl
e

Word Bank
are
in
she
who

1) Diane stands _______________ the starting line. _______________ greets her
competitors and wishes them good luck. They are racing to see

_______________ is the fastest. _______________ always wanted to run

_______________ a competition. She is nervous. Her palms _______________
already sweating. The whistle goes _______________. She starts to run. She

m

runs slowly for a _______________ minutes. Later, she starts to speed
_______________. Her competitors are getting slow now. They are

_______________ becoming tired. Diane keeps _______________ going. She
finally sees the finish line. She gives it _______________ she's got. She wins the

sa

race!

Marks: _____ / 12
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EXERCISE 1 - Answers (12 marks)
Complete the passage below with the words provided.
all
at
off
she has/she's

also
few
on
up

pl
e

Word Bank
are
in
she
who

1) Diane stands [at the starting line. [She greets her competitors and wishes them
good luck. They are racing to see [who is the fastest. [She has/She's always
wanted to run [in a competition. She is nervous. Her palms [are already sweating.
The whistle goes [off. She starts to run. She runs slowly for a [few minutes. Later,
she starts to speed [up. Her competitors are getting slow now. They are [also
becoming tired. Diane keeps [on going. She finally sees the finish line. She gives
it [all she's got. She wins the race!

m

EXERCISE 2 - Answers (10 marks)
Circle the correct words in each sentence.

2) There ( is are ) ( an a some ) dim sum in the basket.
is some
3) There ( is are ) ( a an some ) lemon on the plate.
is a

sa

4) There ( is are ) ( a an some ) mushroom soup in the bowls on the table.
is some
5) There ( is are ) ( a an some ) noodles in the dish.
are some
6) There ( is are ) ( a an some ) orange on the table.
is an
7) There ( is are ) (a an some ) apple tarts on the plate.
are some

